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Evolution
Fitness = the ability to survive long enough to produce offspring that
will also survive and produce offspring.

It should be noted that fitness is environment-specific. The variations
that suit one particular environment will be selected there and will
become more common in the population. Members of the same species
which occupy a different environment will face different selection
pressures and will therefore become differently adapted.

In order to understand evolution you have to understand 4 key
principles

1. Variation - what it is and how it is produced
2. Excess offspring means competition
3. The effects of competition means that some organisms are fitter

than others
4. The fittest are most likely to breed and pass on useful

characteristics

1. Sources of genetic variation
Genetic variation results from sexual reproduction, segregation of
homologous chromosomes during meiosis, random fertilisation, crossing
over and mutation.

These processes produce individuals with completely unique genotypes
(blueprints). This also means that these individuals will have different
external appearances i.e. they will have different phenotypes.

2. Competition
All organisms produce many more offspring than can survive. Offspring
have to compete against other offspring for food, mates and to avoid
predation etc. Whatever the cause, the end result is that only a small
proportion of the offspring produced will survive to reproduce themselves.
Variation has a huge effect on the survival chances of any individual (Table
1).

Table 1. Variation and 'fitness'

Feature

Coat colour
e.g.1. rabbit

e.g.2. carbonaria
form of
Peppered moth
(Biston
betularia)

Length of
tongue

Shape of teeth

Effect on survival chances

If it increases camoflage - more likely to escape
predation. Alleles for charged coat colour likely to
be passed on to next generation and frequency of
this allele will increase. Individual will survive to
reproductive age.
If it makes the rabbit stand out more - decreasing
camoflague - the individual will be more likely to be
killed by predators before it reaches reproductive
age.

Enables woodpeckers to search for grubs deep under
tree bark

Snakes which developed fangs - teeth which have
become curled into hypodermic needles had the
advantage because they were more efficient at
capturing/killing prey

Natural selection is the process by which selection forces such as
predation, disease, starvation etc.. result in the less fit individuals of a
population dying out, leaving better adapted individuals to survive and
pass on any heritable variation to their offspring. The population as a
whole will increase in fitness and the population is said to be better adapted
to its environment. So natural selection leads to adaptation.

This kind of selection pressure, which decreases the frequency of extremes
is called stabilising selection. Sometimes though, selection pressures
increase the frequency of one of the extremes. This is known as directional
selection (Fig 2).

Within any population there will usually be range of phenotypes. The
most frequent phenotype will be the one that is best fitted to that particular
environment but there will usually be much smaller numbers of less
successful phenotypes. If the environment changes these phenotypes may
become much fitter and therefore increase in frequency. In any case, mutation
will produce a continual supply of new phenotypes. Whilst most mutations
are harmful, making the individual that has them less fit, occasionally
mutations may increase an organism's fitness and the frequency of that
genotype will increase at the expense of the genotypes of previously fitter
individuals. Thus, as a result of change and mutation, phenotypes will
change i.e. they will evolve.

Selection pressures often reduce the frequency of extreme characteristics
in a population. For example, in animal populations both extremely large
and extremely small individuals are less likely to reproduce than individuals
of average or intermediate sizes (Fig 1).

Fig 1. Selection pressure removing extreme phenotypes

Fig 2. Selection pressure removes one extreme
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Speciation
Although, in theory any member of one species can breed with any other
member of that species, in practice the members of a species are divided
into separate populations which breed amongst themselves. For example,
a bluebell flower in a woodland in Dorset is much more likely to breed with
another bluebell in the same woodland than it is with one from a woodland
in Scotland.

Each of these separate populations will live in a slightly different
environment. The DNA of these populations will change and, over a long
period of time, the forces of natural selection will mean that the genetic
make up of these geographically separated populations will become more
and more different i.e. the genotypes will diverge. These differences may
not affect the individuals of some populations from breeding - a male
Masai tribe warrior can still breed with a female Eskimo for example - but
many plant and animal populations are so geographically isolated from one
another that interbreeding becomes impossible. Thus, interbreeding between
two populations may become impossible because of physical or geographical
isolation. Table 2 summarises these and other isolating mechanisms.

Table 2. Isolating Mechanisms

Geographical

Habitat

Seasonal

Behavioural

A population becomes physically separated from one
another by oceans, mountains etc

A population becomes split because two populations
live in the same region but at different altitudes or in
different types of soil.

A population becomes split because the individuals
breed at different times e.g. plants may produce pollen
when the flowers of other individuals have not opened

A population becomes split when differences in song
patterns for example, may mean that the individual
birds do not recognise each others behaviour

Case Study 1
Evidence for natural selection

Sickle cell anaemia is caused by a point mutation in DNA. The base
Thiamine (T) is mistakenly replaced by the base Adenine (A), this
changes just one amino acid when haemoglobin is formed. In one part
of the haemoglobin molecule the amino acid valine appears instead of
glutamic acid. This change in just one amino acid in the whole of the
haemoglobin molecule changes the electrical charge of the haemoglobin.
In turn, this means that when oxygen concentrations in the blood are
low the shape of the haemoglobin distorts - the red blood cells become
sickle shaped. The cells clump together and can block the capillaries.
This is sickle cell anaemia.

Individuals who are homozygous - i.e. those who have received the
mutant gene from both parents - die before adolescence but, the
incidence of the heterozygote is very high in some parts of the world. In
these areas, individuals who possess the mutant gene actually have a
selective advantage over individuals who do not possess the mutant
gene in that they are much more resistant to malaria. This is because
sickle cells are much less likely to be invaded by the parasites that
cause malaria. This advantage keeps the frequency of heterozygous
individuals much higher than they would otherwise be.

Isolation mechanisms reduce gene flow. Eventually the genetic composition
of the populations becomes so different that, if individuals of the two
populations do meet, they will not be able to interbreed successfully. They
would then represent two species. In other words speciation has occurred.

Case Study 2
Peppered Moth (Biston betularia)

There are 3 different colour forms of the Peppered Moth

• Typical form: pale with dark blotches
• Carbonaria: black form
• Intermediate: black with patches of white

The moths are active at night and rest on trees during the day when
they are preyed upon by birds. Before the Industrial Revolution, the
typical, pale form was most common; its lighter colour meant that it
was well camouflaged on the pale, speckled bark of lichen-covered
trees. However, by 1900 in Manchester, the black, carbonaria form
dominated. By the 1980s, after legislation had drastically reduced air
pollution, the frequency of the typical carbonaria forms had changed
again; in Liverpool in 1994, 80% of moths caught were of the typical
form, only 20% were black (Fig 3).

Fig 3. Changes in air pollution and frequency of
melanic peppered moths around Liverpool 1960-1995

It is believed that both extreme forms - the pale typical form and the
black carbonaria form - existed before the Industrial Revolution. At
that time, the air was unpolluted, lichens grew widely on trees and the
pale form blended in well. Predatory birds would be able to see and
therefore catch black forms far more easily than the pale forms. Over
a period of 50 years of the Industrial Revolution, soot blackened the
trees and killed lichens. Now, pale forms stood out clearly on the sooty
stem of trees and were heavily preyed upon. In contrast, the black
form were now well camouflaged and escaped predation. The 1956
Clean Air Act decreased air pollution and the relative visibility of pale
and black forms changed again. To sum up:

Selective pressure:
predation by birds
Phenotype character:
colour of moth
Before Industrial Revolution (clean air):
pale form camouflaged, black form conspicuous, pale form outnumbers
black form
During Industrial Revolution (sooty air):
black form camouflaged, pale form conspicuous, black form
outnumbered pale form
Since 1956 (cleaner air): pale form outnumbers black form

Darwinian theory states that the black form came about as a result of
a mutation. Before the Industrial Revolution, that mutation was harmful
- the moth stood out on the pale trees and was heavily preyed upon but
when the environment changed, the fitness of the black moths increased
and their number increased at the expense of the pale form.
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Case Study 3
Galapogas finches
Darwin noted that the finches on the islands which make up the
Galapogas Archapelago are different from those on the mainland of
South America. Island finches had different beak sizes and shapes.
Darwin proposed the following hypothesis to explain this.

Biologists are still arguing about whether the different species of finch
evolved together on one island or whether different species evolved on
different islands each adapted to the particular food source found
there. If the latter is true then the present distribution (almost all
islands contain more than one species) must be the result of re-invasion.

Finches arrive from mainland with no or few competitors,
population size, hence competition for food increases

Mutations produce some finches with very small beaks
which increase their ability to catch insects, whilst other
birds developed large beaks which give them a selective
advantage in cracking open tough seeds or eating fruit

After many years the two populations developed into
different species

Similar adaptive radiation led to the development of
several finch species each adapted to a particular food,

possessing different beaks

Typical exam question
State 3 pieces of evidence which can be used to support the theory of
evolution.

Palaeontology
– study of
fossils

Comparative
anatomy

Biochemistry

Evidence

Fossils show:
 i. increasing diversity  of form
ii. gradual change = adaptation e.g. fore-limb of horse
iii. ecological progression – plants appear before
animals, insects before insect pollinated flowers etc.

i. Adaptive Radiation
All mammals possess a pentadactile limb but this has
developed into different forms in different species
because of the different selective pressures in these
organisms' environments.

ii. Convergent Evolution
The opposite of adaptive radiation. Distantly related
organisms resemble one another because they have
adapted similarly to similar aspects of their
environments.

DNA and protein analysis
Comparison DNA sequences show that it is 99.9%
certain that chimps are humans’ closest relatives

Exam Hint - It is worth considering the common misunderstanding
which thousands of candidates make every year when discussing
this topic. In answering questions on the peppered moth many such
candidates will write:

 “The air became polluted so the moth changed colour/became black/
decided to become black”

This statement is completely untrue. Black moths were around -
probably in very small numbers - before the Industrial Revolution, as
a result of mutation. The changed environment turned a selective
disadvantage into a selective advantage but the moths didn’t choose
anything. Genetic change is accidental.

However, it is also worth noting that this is not the whole story. In some
parts of England (e.g. East Anglia) which are unpolluted, it is the
black carbonaria which is most frequent and even in very polluted
environments the pale form still exists in low numbers. Scientists
believe that this means that predation by birds is not the only selective
pressure. The black carbonaria form does seem to have some other
selection advantage. Recent studies suggest that this may concern
the greater survival ability of the caterpillar of the black carbonaria
form.
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(a) What major differences between the five species is shown in the
diagram?       (1 mark)

(b) How might this difference be related to the habits of the finches?
     (3 marks)

(c) Darwin suggested that these finches probably descended from a
common ancesteral stock of finches. Suggest how these ancesteral
finches may have reached the Galapagos islands.

     (2 marks)

Answers
Semicolons indicate marking points

(a) Shape of beak;

(b) Different diets;
some eat insects some eat seeds/nuts;
beaks become adapted over many generations by variation
mechanisms and most efficient forms are selected;

(c) Ancestors from South American landmass/Ecuador blown by
storms/winds;
or carried on driftwood;

Practice Questions

Diagrams A to E below show the heads of five of the ten species of
finch inhabiting a volcanic oceanic island in the Galapagos group. The
Galapagos islands lie about 1000 km from the South American mainland.

A B C D E


